SUBMISSION GUIDELINES
The “Jane Austen Pen Pal Club” (“JAPC”) welcomes all submissions of Austen-related
and Austen-inspired creative writing (e.g., poetry, short stories, drama) as well as film,
television and book reviews (“Material”) for possible publication on the JAPC website.
We are dedicated to showcasing and sharing the work of our Subscribers/Members.
Please know that once accepted for inclusion on our site, your Material may, at any time,
without restriction, be edited, copied, published and/or translated by us for purposes of
presenting it on the JAPC site. In addition, we are and shall be under no obligation (1)
to maintain any Material in confidence as Material that is accepted for publication on the
website will be available for all Subscribers/Members to view; (2) to pay compensation
for any Material; or (3) to respond to any submission containing Material.
The “Jane Austen Small Press” is not a publisher and does not provide compensation to
Subscribers/Members who submit Material to JAPC or to Subscribers/Members whose
Material is featured on the JAPC website. “Jane Austen Small Press” is a page on our
website dedicated to posting for viewing by our Subscribers/ Members (1) Jane
Austen-inspired creative writing as well as film, television and book reviews of Austen
derivative works and (2) related Material submitted by Subscribers/Members. Its sole
purpose is to contribute to the reading enjoyment of our Subscribers/Members. It is not
intended to be an avenue or source of profit or compensation to contributors of Material.
While we welcome all submissions of Material, unfortunately, not all submissions can be
selected for viewing on this site. JAPC reserves the right to post whichever Material it
deems best represents the purpose and spirit of the site and does not guarantee that every
submission will be posted on the JAPC website. Upon making a submission to JAPC,
Subscribers/Members agree that their Material does not violate any right of any
third-party, including copyright, trademark, privacy, personality or other personal or
proprietary right. Members whose Material is posted on the JAPC website retain all
rights, including copyright, in their Material. We thank you for your submission and
look forward to viewing your work.
Please submit Material, in Word document format, to:
Christina@janeaustenpenpalclub.com

